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BRAND STRATEGY, RESEARCH & CREATIVE
TOMMY ADAPTIVE
Launched in October 2017, Tommy Adaptive is one of the first
examples of a major fashion brand embarking upon a
commitment to inclusive design.
The end goal? To make dressing easier for individuals with
disabilities without sacrificing on iconic Tommy style.

PRINT + ONLINE CAMPAIGNS
TOMMY HILFIGER

EMAIL MARKETING
TOMMY HILFIGER

STYLE GUIDES
TOMMY HILFIGER

High Waist Flared Pant

These long, languid pants boasts a chic high waist and pair perfectly with your sailor stripes. Finish them with a
platform sandal to elongate the leg even more.

Stripe Linen Sweater

Our lightweight linen sweater is ideal for the transitional months, distinguished by bold stripes. For an effortless
look, pair with shorts and this season's most flattering wedges.

RUNWAY
TOMMY HILFIGER

BRAND PILLAR STORYTELLING
LITTLE WEST TWELFTH
TWISTED PREPSTER
Not your grandfather’s boater hat- old school prep never
looked this good. The Twisted Prepster delivers high marks
with repp stripe stylings and a dash of Ivy League distinction
that excels well beyond campus. Inspired with smarts (but
never stuffy), this is classic collegiate -graduated with
panache- to serve any modern gentleman.
SARTORIALLY SAVVY
Whether traversing the cobblestones of Milan or those of
Little West 12th, the Sartorially Savvy man is at once both
discerning and sophisticated. This is functional luxury:
adaptable to the busy rigors of any cosmopolitan life, with a
dash of added flair that makes it anything but ordinary, and an
assertive expression of your impeccably good taste.
MODERN DANDY
The Modern Dandy is New York, London and Paris rolled into
one. He has a keen eye to detail and knows the value of an
expertly tailored suit without sacrificing whimsy. Confident
and assured, he honors the past with an eye to elegance, but
boldly brings it into the now: perfectly pulled together while
exuding unstudied cool.

LAUNCH CAMPAIGNS + PRESS RELEASES
MACRO JETS

BRAND BOOK
MARENA GROUP

BRAND STATEMENTS
LYSSÉ

JOURNALISM:
NEW YORK CITY GUIDE
COCKTAIL CULTURE MAGAZINE
‘…The dining scene in SoHo has boomed in recent
years and options abound, though many will test
your wallet, and a few of the well-known
neighborhood staples of old have become
complacent, wherein name recognition alone keeps
diners coming and keeps menu prices high. But two
restaurants in particular that have been around for a
while still merit a visit.
The first is Keith McNally’s noted bistro Balthazar
(80 Spring St.), which opened in 1997. Yes it’s
crowded, noisy, and the waits can be long
(particularly around brunch) but this is our favorite
of New York’s Parisian-style brasseries. Classic
fare like onion soup, steak frites are duck confit
aren’t cheap, but the food is consistently good.
A second worthy neighborhood institution is
Aquagrill (210 Spring St. at Sixth Ave.), opened in
1996 by Jennifer and Jeremy Marshall. Here, as the
name suggests, seafood is the focus, and fresh
ingredients (including a daily oyster selection)
utilized skillfully make for memorable meals. Two
highlights include their Dungeness crab cake and
falafel-crusted Atlantic salmon.’

JOURNALISM: LONG FORM TRAVEL
SPARK STYLE & CULTURE

‘Found in a downstairs basement by way of a
seemingly shady laneway, it may feel like a miniadventure just to reach the Baxter Inn. Once inside,
however, you’ll discover a warm, cozy room that
rests somewhere between an ode to old-world
American sports bars and a Prohibition-era
speakeasy (the name itself was purportedly drawn
from one of the aliases that Boston gangster Whitey
Bulger once used while on the run, albeit decades
after prohibition).
Either way, these are some of the friendliest
bartenders in the city, they make an excellent
martini, and there are more bottles of whisky on the
premises than they even have room to showcase
behind the bar (over three hundred). Get there early
to avoid the queues.’

JOURNALISM: LONG FORM INTERVIEWS
GASCAN MAGAZINE
GASCAN: Your first few demos were famously
finished off in your bedroom and debut single
‘Delete’ got the ball rolling in a big way last year.
Did label attention come quite swiftly?
JOHNNY: Yes. I think because we took our time to
write before jumping into the industry. Everything
has been moving pretty swiftly since…
GASCAN: You were ready.
JOHNNY: We were just ready for it.
GASCAN: Some musicians talk about wanting to
perform their first hundred gigs in the practice room
and then heading out live, but you guys have very
much been thrown into the thick of things with a
heavy tour schedule in a fairly short period of time.
Has there been a steep learning curve for the band in
this sense?
JOHNNY: I believe you can only rehearse so much
before your show reaches a ceiling it can’t shake.
You learn the most about your performance when
you start to venture out to different venues and
audiences.

JOURNALISM: MUSIC REVIEWS
ASSORTED PRINT + ONLINE
PUBLICATIONS
‘Produced over a two-year period and
inspired by Granduciel’s own battles
with depression, there is undoubtedly a
slight sense of uneasiness that lingers
here, but the refashioning of classic and,
in particular, 80’s rock, is inspired.
No doubt some of the album owes a debt
to a certain gent by the name of Bruce
Springsteen (‘Burning’ would slot into
the track listing of Born in the U.S.A
with ease), but you can also hear the
likes of Tom Petty and Bob Dylan here
as well (‘In Reverse’).’ *

*under the pen name Paolo Mizerna

EDITORIAL
THE CUD

‘…Before he died, I had a late-night
conversation with my grandfather in
Boston that found him in an
unusually reflective mood. He spoke
of his experiences in the Marine
Corps and of World War II, and he
contemplated the highs and lows of
his life afterward when raising a
family with my grandmother and
running a local neighborhood bar in
Peabody, Massachusetts.
“I have no regrets”, he explained.
“But still, if I had a chance… I’d turn
back the clock. It all goes by too
quickly, son. There's always so much
more living you could fit into those
hours, days and years. So much
more... If I could turn back the clock
and live it all again. Well… that’s
what I’d do.”’

AUTHOR- NON-FICTION
SEX DRUGS & MUM IN THE FRONT ROW

Published by Allen & Unwin in 2004, Sex, Drugs &
Mum In The Front Row is a collection of anecdotes
from the Australian music industry, drawn from in
excess of two-hundred interviews conducted over the
course of two years.

AUTHOR- FICTION
OVER 50 SHORT STORIES IN PRINT +
ONLINE
UNDER CONTRACT FOR NOVEL
‘And then it abruptly all fell into place. Who
knows how the dulled gears in my brain had
kept turning, but in that instant I finally
identified this nagging fragment of a memory. It
was, as I'd suspected, an old one. Twenty-five
years, in fact. I was eight, and it was summer
back in New England. I remembered being
scared about going out on the boat. Rain and
wind were whipping across the docks that
morning but my grandfather kept reassuring me
it would all soon break. My grandfather.
Ah, so it had been Guy after all. His Streamliner
boat was a thing of beauty, all cherry and maple
wood in color and his most favorite place to
escape. True enough, he knew the waters well,
and as we made our way past the heads the
storm, as promised, eventually broke, opening
up to reveal a clear blue sky.’

SCRIPTWRITING
THREE SCREENPLAYS OPTIONED

Silence as the pair of detectives
study Joseph a moment.
DETECTIVE MILLS
The McConnell boy. That was in the
same ER, wasn’t it?
Roman flashes Mills an angry
glare.
DETECTIVE ROMAN
We’re not here about that.
JOSEPH
ER room six.
(beat)
I was on leave for six weeks, but
I’m back now. I’m a good doctor.
Trained to handle situations like
this.
MILLS
Pretty bad scene in there though-

POETRY
EXTENSIVELY PUBLISHED PRINT + ONLINE

.

CREATIVE + BUSINESS STRATEGY, ART+ DESIGN
DEVIL STREET DECKS
‘…Based in NYC, DSD
is a growing international
team of skateboarders,
artists and designers
from the USA, Canada,
Europe and Australia.
Founder Evan Kanarakis
first sold a skateboard
featuring his artwork in
Sydney, Australia ten
years before establishing
Devil Street. After
moving to America,
Kanarakis started DSD
out of his garage in 2010
with a passion for
skateboarding, art and
design, travelling and
meeting like-minds.
Eight years on, the brand
continues to be fueled by
those desires and gains
strength as the syndicate
of collaborative effort
grows.’

MISC.
PRESS/MENTIONS OF NOTE

Sex, Drugs & Mum In The Front Row – Google Books extract
https://tinyurl.com/y9gfyes4
It’s A Long Way To The Pub… – The Sydney Morning Herald
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/04/02/1080544673268.html
All Hands On Decks – The Boston Globe
http://archive.boston.com/lifestyle/articles/2011/10/20/artists_choose_skateboards_as_their_canvas/
Devil Street Decks Launch At Empire In Portland, ME – Live, Work Portland
http://www.liveworkportland.org/blog/devil-street-decks-skateboard-art-empire-dine-and-dance
About Devil Street Decks –Devil Street Decks
http://www.devilstreetdecks.com/about/

